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Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...
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Serverless Applications with Node.js: Using AWS Lambda and Claudia.jsManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	Serverless Applications with Node.js walks you through building serverless apps on AWS using JavaScript. Inside, you'll discover what Claudia.js brings to the table as you build and deploy a scalable event-based serverless application, based around a pizzeria that's fully integrated with AWS...
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ITV Handbook: Technologies and StandardsPrentice Hall, 2003
Interactive television (iTV)—an evolutionary merging of digital TV and the Internet—is set to take the world by storm! For consumers, iTV technology offers powerful new ways to interact with content providers and merchants. These include enjoying video on demand; participating in online shopping, banking, and...
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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...
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Analysis of Numerical MethodsDover Publications, 1994
Excellent advanced-undergraduate and graduate text covers norms, numerical solution of linear systems and matrix factoring, iterative solutions of nonlinear equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, polynomial approximation and more. Careful analysis and stress on techniques for developing new methods. Features examples and problems. 1966 edition....
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Automated Physical Database Design and Tuning (Emerging Directions in Database Systems and Applications)CRC Press, 2011


	Relational database systems have evolved significantly since their inception

	over 30 years ago. New applications are now more complex than ever,

	and tuning a production system for performance has become a critical yet

	time-consuming activity. Due to the increasing complexity in both application

	workloads and query engines, even...
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New Software Engineering Paradigm Based on Complexity Science: An Introduction to NSESpringer, 2011

	This book describes a complete revolution in software engineering based on complexity science through the establishment of NSE – Nonlinear Software Engineering paradigm which complies with the essential principles of complexity science, including the Nonlinearity principle, the Holism principle, the Complexity Arises From Simple Rules...
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Arts, Sciences, and Economics: A Historical SafariSpringer, 2014

	This book deals with the economic aspects of changing attitudes in arts and sciences. The effects of the public good character of culture, along with the very long production period and lifetime for its products, are emphasized, since both contribute to the failure of normal market solutions. Embodiment of ideas and the consequences of modern...
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Android Game Programming by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of the Android SDK by building three immersive and captivating games


	About This Book

	
		Implement the critical main game loop and structure your games to enable an array of advanced features
	
		Animate your characters with sprite sheets, add multiple scrolling parallax...
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Organize Your Photos with Adobe Photoshop Elements 3 (2nd Edition)Adobe Press, 2004
It's not taking pictures that scares you; it's what to do with them afterwards that you find daunting when you consider making the move from traditional photography to digital photography. With Photoshop Elements and this friendly guide, it doesn't have to be. Eschewing a raft of technical details and advanced editing techniques for need-to-know...
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Principles of Computer Organization and Assembly LanguagePrentice Hall, 2007

	This is a book on the organization and architecture of theJava Virtual Machine(JVM), the
	software at the heart of the Java language and is found inside most computers,Web browsers,
	PDAs, and networked accessories. It also covers general principles of machine organization and
	architecture, with llustrations from other popular (and...
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An Introduction to Socio-FinanceSpringer, 2013

	This introductory text is devoted to exposing the underlying nature of price formation in financial markets as a predominantly sociological phenomenon that relates individual decision-making to emergent and co-evolving social and financial structures.


	Two different levels of this sociological influence are considered: First, we...
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